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3 Sizes Available - What Size is Best for your Dog?

11.5″

MINI

ORIGINAL

23"

35.5"

GIANT

ALL SIZE DOGS CAN USE ALL SIZES OF THE K9FITBONES.
Instability training on the K9FITbone™ helps build core
muscles, body awareness, and balance.

Comes in 3 sizes – Original (*23″L x 10”W) , Giant (*35.5″L x 15.7″W ),
and Mini K9FITbones set of 2 *approx sizes
Depending on what exercise you would like them to do, all size dogs can use all
sizes of the K9FITbones. If you want dog to stand on the K9FITbone lengthwise,
then measure the length of your dog standing from front paw to back paw and
compare to the lengthwise measurements above. If dog is too long, you can use
two K9FITbones. front paws up or back paws up can be done on any size for any
dog.
Difference between smoother and nubby side: “The nubby side stimulates the
nerves in the dogs feet and sends info to the brain about their limbs – this is what
helps improve the dogs weight distribution and limb awareness.”

DACHSHUND,
CORGI, BEAGLE,
COCKER SPANIEL,
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ENGLISH
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SHEPHERD,
DALMATIAN
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If any questions contact us at info@fitpawsusa.com
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FITPAWS K9FITBONE

TIPS
OVER INFLATED

MEDIUM INFLATION

TM

LESS AIR

The more air added
to the K9FITbone,
the more
challenging the
exercise becomes.

Kirsten Holt, M.S., CCFT Wycked Fit K9

K9FITbone Inflation - Did you know that the inflation of
your equipment relates to not only the fitness level of
your dog but also, the goal of the exercise?
The more air added to the K9FITbone, the more
challenging the exercise becomes for your dog. It’s
important to understand when to add air and progress
an exercise.
Bobbie Lyons K9FITteam post by: Kirsten Holt, M.S., CCFT Wycked Fit K9
Pawsitive Performance & Bobbie Lyons Canine CampusFor
Questions about Tips contact : info@pawsitive-performance.com

